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GVTRAN-PC - A STEAM GENERATOR TRANSIENT SIMULATOR

Horácio NAKATA

COMISSÃO NACIONAL DE ENERpIA NUCLEAR-SP
INSTITUTO DE PESQUISAS ENERGÉTICAS E NUCLEARES

Caixa Postal 11049 - Pinheiros
05499 - São Paulo-SP - BRASIL

ABSTRACT

Since an accurate and inexpensive analysis capability is one of the desirable
requirement in the reactor licensing procedure and, BIBO, in instances when a
Bevere accident sequence and its degree of severity must be estimated, the
present work tries partially to fulfill that present need by developing a fast and
acceptably accurate simulator The present report presents the methodology
utilized to develop GVTRAN—PC program, the steam generator simulation
program for the microcomputer environment, which possess a capability to
reproduce the experimental data with accuracies comparable to those of the
mainframe simulators The methodology is based on the mass and energy
conservation in the control volumes which represents both the primary and the
secondary fluid in the U—tube steam generator The quasi-static momentum
conservation in the secondary fluid control volumes determines in a
semi—iterative scheme the liquid level in the feedwater chamber The
implementation of the moving boundary technique has allowed the tracking of
the boundary of bulk boiling region with the utilization of a reduced number of
control volumes in the tube region GVTRAN— PC program has been tested
against typical PWH pump tup transient experimental data and the calculation
results Bnowed good agreement in most representative parameters, viz the
feedrhamber water—levei and the steam dome pressure



GVTRAN-PC - SIMULADOR DE GERADOR DE VAPOR
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RESUMO

O presente trabalho apresenta a metodologia desenvolvida para a construção
do programa GVTRAN— PC, um simulador para análise de performance de
gerador de vapor de uma planta nuclear A metodologia é baseada na
conservação de massa e energia tanto no circuito primário como no circuito
secundário do gerador de vapor Aproximação quase—estática na conservação de
momento no circuito secundário determina de maneira Bemi—iterative o nivel de
liquido na câmara de admissão de água 0 programa faz uso da técnica de
fronteira móvel para a representação da altura da região de ebulição saturada,
permitindo a utilização de reduzido número de volumes de controle na região dos
tubos, reproduzindo porém os resultados experimentais com precisão comparável
a dos programas simuladores de grande porte 0 programa GVTRAN—PC foi
testado contra resultados experimentais de uma parada de bomba em uma
planta nuclear típica e os resultados calculados mostraram boa concordância nos
parâmetros mais representativos, por ex no nfvel de água na câmara de
admissão e na pressão do vapor



1. INTRODUCTION

An accurate and inexpensive analysis capability is one of the upmost
desirable quality which is sought in a plant simulator, for the licensing
procedure and operation managements require a great number of detailed plant
performance evaluation» under hypothetical accident sequences and initiating
conditions. Nevertheless, in view of the increasing analytical complexity, the
existing codes are not fast enough to permit thoroughly examination of all the
most probable sequences in an accident analysis. The present work tries to
contribute to the development of a faster and better plant simulator, by
developing a fast and accurate microcomputer based steam generator simulator.

The present report presents the methodology developed and implemented in
OVTRAN—PCprogram, the steam generator simulator for the microcomputer
environment. The primary circuit of the steam generator is simply treated with
the mass and energy conservation equations, by f»"»»»^ a constant pressure in
th i b i I h d i i th d

gy q , y ^ p
the primary tube region. In the secondary circuit • the mass and energy
conservation are imposed with properly chosen two-phase correlations. The
feedchamber water level are determined with the momentum conservation
equation in a quasi-static approximation.

The simplicity of GVTRAN-PC program is also warranted by a reduced
number of control volumes both in the primary and in the secondary region. The
most important effect in the secondary region which must be carefully tracked is
the level at which the bulk boiling initiates because the void fraction changes
quite abruptly at that point and, consequently, strongly influencing the heat
transfer rate from the primary to the secondary fluid. The program tracks the
boundary of bulk boiling region with the moving boundary approach by defining
only two control volumes in the secondary tube cone and, correspondingly, four
control volumes in the primary tube «one.

The performance of GVTRAN-PC program has been evaluated by
calculating a pump trip transient recorded during a startup testing of Donald C
Cook Nuclear Station Unit One. The calculated result* were favorably compared
with the experimental data and the quality of the results is satisfactory even in
comparison to the four-equation non-equilibrium liquid model implemented in
the main frame steam generator TRANSO simulator.

In overall, GVTRAN—PC program possess a set of qualities which
commends for its implementation in a nuclear plant simulator, vis. c
simplicity, computation velocity and acceptable accuracy



T METHODOLOGY

OVTRAN program solves the equations for the man, energy and
momentum conservation in the secondary aide of the stsam generator, while in
the primary tide only man and energy conservations are specified and a
constant prewure assumption is considered. The conservation equations are
solved numerically with the Classical Runge-Kutta method with the suitable
mesh spacing» for stability requirements. In the following paragraphs the
detailed descriptions of the methodology are presented.

2 1 Conservation Equations in the Control Volume

The conservation equations for the steam generator modelling are listed
below. The terrrn related to the kinetic energy, potential energy and viscous
heat dissipation will he neglected.

The law» of conservation for an infinitesimal volume element are for the
mass comervation equation

for the momentum conservation equation

fc - V-i -V-E + £ (2.1.2)

and for the energy conservation equation

where conventional notations are used, such as

p ~ fluid density,

v SE fluid velocity,

g = acceleration of gravity,
n s fluid enthalpy,
P s pressure,

s velocity tensor,

Z = shear stress tensor,

£ = normal pressure tensor, and

q s heat flux.



In general the control volume» outer surface* are nonetaiionary, that is,
than can ba a moving boundary between adjacent control volume» The
Leibniti'i integration rule ia therefore ueed for the macroscopic balance*

if •*-[
•'V(t) V(t)

j dv ( 2 1 4 )

where
ia the variable to be balanced in the control volume V(t),

ia the control volume surface,
v. ia the velocity of the surface \Jit),
• ia the normal area.

In the one—dimensional geometry the Leibnits's rule is written as

**) Wt)

•(t) a(t)

2.2 alacroacopic Mas* Conservation

The figure below illustrates the one-dimensional control volume model
implemented in the program.

Constant flow area Afc is assumed, such that Equation 2.1.1 becomes

(2.2.1)



Integrating Equation 2.2 1 in the volume Vk, one geta

Expansion of the left hand aide of Equation 2.2.2 givai, with the Leibnits1»
rule,

(22-5)
where

)
pd>/Lk »» the average dennty in the control volume Vk,

v«» v«o an the velocities of the left and right boundaries of the control
volume Vkt respectively.

Substitution of Equation 2.2.3 in Equation 2.2.2 followed by integration of
the right hand aide terms results in

foAkik) - Ak^v + Ak#jvi = Ak îVi +

or rearranging the terms

J v») (2.2-4)

The right hand side of Equation 2.2.4 represents mass inflow and
outflow in the control volume Vk,

Wi « AkMvj-vrf) (2.2.5)

and

- v « ) , (2.2.6)



auch thai the maaa coneervation equation, Equation 2.3.4, can be rewritten at

íj = Wi-W. (2.2.7)

- Wn -
A Lk AfcLfc

2.3 llacroacopic

The momentum coneervation equation. Equation 3.1.3, ia integrated in the
control volume Vk,

j — j -

where

With the Leibmta'e rule the left hand side become*

J & W W = |rOfc(t) - > Vovov«, + A^iViV^ (3.3.3)

.(*)
= Ak (fv)d.. (2.33)

J>i(*)

The fint term on the right hand aide can be atmplified, in one-dunenetonai

( 2 3 4 )
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- J ••(«LiJdV = - Áfĉ vo» + A y w * (2.3.8)

With oWganee thaonm, tha aacond tann on tht right hand aid* of
Equation 2.31

- f V-^dVf
fercaa panIM to th« walk aad awning UM frictamg y

fcctor(Faiunnig), fp, aa

wbare D# ia tbt «quhralflnt hydraulic diam«ttr.

Aamming conatant friction factor f» along the control volume, and abo an

•vanga value for the momentum in control volume, one get* from Equation
2.3-6

U *g (237)

The third term on the right hand aide of Equation 2 3 1 , lor
f, can be mnpnoed a*

- j V-EdV = - ^ Ç d i s - A k P c + AkPi. (2.88)

The Iwt term of the right hand aide of Equation 231 become»

(2.39)
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where I b the angle between B direction and the gravity force.

With tha nibatitution of Equation 2.3.2, 2 3 6 , 2.3.7, 2.38 and 2 3 9 in
Equation 2 3 1 , onegeta

0(vo - vM) -

i - AkPo + Afc«coa»Vo»o - PW) (23.10)

Recalling the man flew definition», Equation 2.2.6 and 2.2.6, Equation
2.3.10 can be rewritten as

- AkLk ^ fp

- AkPo + Akgcoe^oBo - PW) (2.311)

2.4 If acroacopic Energy Conaervation

The energy conaarvation, Equation 2.1.3, ia integrated in the control volume
yielding

V = - JV (,h*)dV - Jv^dV + JlrPdV. (2.4.1)

The left hand aide of Equation 2.4.2 can be rewritten, with the Leibnits'a
rule, aa

J £(,h)dV = U (,h)dV - A^obov., + A^jhiv.,. (2.4.2)

The fint term on tha right band aide of Equation 2.4.1 becomae, with tha
divergence theorem,

- jV.(,hv*)dV « - AhpXv<, + A^,hiv,. (2.4.3)
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Tha second term on the right hand aide of Equation 2.4.1 becomes

- f V-qdV m í qds * HMi*" (2.4.4)

Jy JV.

where Hk is the effective perimeter of the flow channel.

Substitution of Equation 2.4.2, 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 in Equation 2.4.1, yields

d f
-jrl (/h)dV — Afcf J i o v M + A)^ihivsi = — Aii^ohoVo -f A(,^ih{V{

+ HkLkq» + Í APdV (24 6)

Defining (ph) as

(2.4.6)

and recalling the definitions of tha mass flux, Equation 2.2.6 and 2.2.6, one can
rewrite Equation 2.4.6 as

WOn - WA, + HkLkq" + 1 JPdV. (2.4.7)

The last term in Equation 2.4.7 can he expanded, with the Leibnits'rule, u

3 t | w v "v(t)

Í |fPdV
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what*

P * J PdV/Vk.

Thafirat term on tha right hand aida of Equation 2.4.9 can ha rewritten m

(2.4.10)

which with thtaxpaoaioo of tha Lk aa

U * >^t) - •»(!)

bacomaa

+ AkP{v««yrf). (2.4.11)

In—rting Equation 2.4.11 in Equation 2.4.9, on» gate

+ Aky«(P - Po) + Akvd(P| - P).

(2.4.12)

Aaiuraing P S (Po + P{)/2, on* gate for Equation 2.4.12, th» aaqpraanon

f tPdV = AkLfctP + Ak(Pi - Po)(v«, - vri). (2.4.13)
JV(t)

For oparation tranaiante, a.g., powar raduction from 100% to 30% of the
nominal powar, within 80 Mconcb, tha laat tann in Equation 2.4.13 ia about
thrct ordan of magmtuda amallar than the praawra variation term, thua it can
banaglartad.

Substitution of Equation 2.4.13, without tha la»t tens, in Equation 2.4.7
yiald* tha anargy conaarvation in tha control volum* Vk

^ Wfh, - WJi. + HkLkq" + A k L ^ F . (2.4.14)
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3. STEAM GENERATOR MODELLING

The foUowingparagraphs describe the modelling approximations adopted in
tiie GVTRAN—PC program for simulating the meet important phenomena that
an observed in the U-tube steam generators. The primary ana secondary side
control volumes and the numerical approximations to the conservation equations
will be described.

3.1 Control Volume Definition

The GVTRAN-PC program is written for the U-type steam generator
schematically described in Figure 3.1.1 below.

Steam Outlet

T

Steam Region

Two-phase

Mixture Region

Bulk Boiling Region

Subcooled Regie

Feedwater

Primary Coolant

Figure 3 1 1 Illustration of the U-tube steam generator.
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The control volume» defined in the steam generator are illustrated in Figure
3-1-2 below, where some significant parameters are shown schematically.

4 — Steam Chamber

- W 3 4 h34

3 — Steam Separator

W23Q

"2Q

w
[123Q

23F

23F

2Q

fw.12Q|

1Q

e

W

wR

2F

W12F

IF

w

w F hp

from hot leg to cold leg
Figure 3 1 2 Control Volumes in the U-tube Steam Generator

The flow areas in the secondary side, A . Q , A ^ Q , A . « and Anp sra assumed
as a constant and it is denoted by A. •.

The total area for the regions 1Q and IF will be denoted as

Aj = A J Q + Ajp

MM4 airnilarly

2 = 2Q * 2F '

noting, in addition, that A. = A« for the present steam generator modelling.
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3.2 If MB Pm—nialiiw Modelling

Equation 2.2.8 m rewritten, for clarity, a*

í ^ ^ ^ O (321)

TIM auhcooled regions, lQ and IF, can be modelled with the simplifying
awumption» by neglecting the time variation of the average density during the
Ume span considered in the analysis. Equation 3-2.1 thus become»

W12Q * W H Q ~ '>lQAtbatLlQ (3.

W12P = W61P " ' lF A tbat L lP (S 2.2-b)

Bulk Boi|inf flepon

In the bulk boiling region, diaregarding the local boiling region, Equation
3.2.1 becomes

j j

W23Q = W12Q"'2QAtbaTL2Q"A2QL2QaT'2Q ^ 3 2 3 ^

and since L = L . Q + L^Q , that is,

ÕIL1Q = "oTL2Q •

one gets

and

W23F * W + ' A L A L

where jafoQ *n^ 3{^2F " * described together with the void fraction model is

Section 4.
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The calculation resulta from the turbine trip transients in the Donald C.
Cook Nuclear Station show the contribution of the compression term in the
subcooled and saturated region.

In the mibcooled region the terms of Equation 3-2.2-a and 3-2.2-b do not
take into account the liquid expansion/contraction

aince theie terms contribute approximately with 20 kg/s during the 10 seconds
of the transient simulation, whereas the last terms of Equation 3-2.2-e. and
32.2-b contribute with 700kg/s.

Contrariwise, the contribution of the expansion/contraction in the -
region is relatively high, 200kg/s, when confronted with remaining terms
are of the order of 600kg/s ana SOOkg/s for W.» snd the term representing the
motion of the boiling point, respectively.

One can therefore conclude that the terms representing
compression/expansion can not be neglected in the two-phase mixture region,
consequently, neither in the vapor region.

Steam Separator

The steam separator mixture inflow, W » , is the sum of WA«Q snd
mass flows, such that the msss conservation can be given as

W 34 = W 2 3 ~ W R ~ ' 5 A $ a f L 3 ~ A 3 L j E K ' 3 ( 8 2

where -wp, term is developed together with the void fraction modelling»

The partial derivatives of L . Q , L,« and L» are obtained from the energy
balance.

The recirculation flow is derived from the recirculation ratio R definition

R=-m S _ _
W28 "WR

which can be obtained from the energy and momentum conservation.

(3.2.0)



Downcomer Region

In the downcomer region the man conserva*Ion equation, Equation 3.2.1,
will be

3 3 Modelling the Energy Ccnarvaiion

The energy conaervaiion equation, Equation 2.4.14, is rewritten for clarity,

^iMkU) = Wjhi - Woho + Skq" + AkL^P, (33.1)

where Sk » t h e heat transfer area for the control volume W

Subcooled Region

In ths aubcooled region the terms corresponding to the time derivative of
the enthalpy and density will be neglected, justified by a low dependence on
pressure, and the pressure time derivative has found to be insignificant. Thus
the energy conservation equation becomes

v (3 3 2)

Substitution for W.nQ in Equation 3 3 2 with the expression given by

Equaç&o 3.2.2—a, one gets

V l Q ^ l Q - hÂLlQ = W5lQ<h61 * hf> + S\<P" <8 3 3>

If one assumes a linear enthalpy rise in the volume lQ, h-Q can be defined

as an average of the input and output enthalpies,

h l Q " (h61 + hf>/2

and introducing h,Q into Equation 3 3 3, one gets
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Similar expression is obtained for the cold leg region.

Bulk Boilinf fttfign

In the bulk boiling region both the enthalpy variation term and the
compression term are considered, such that the energy conservation equation can
be rewritten aa

A — ^tK^OG A

arM2Qh2Q) ~w12Qhf" w23(r23Q + M2(lLaQ<l 2Q + I W2Q

(3 36)
where J ia the conversion factor(10**bar/Pa).

Under linear enthalpy riae assumption the enthalpy h«Q can be written as

which allows the expreaaion for h.«Q to be written as

k28Q ~ 2 * ^ ~ h f (338)

With the wbetitution for h--^, Equation 388, into Equation 336, one
geU

^ + W12Qhf " W23Qi2h2Q " ¥

which itself, aftar the substitution of the first term on the right hand aide with
the mass conservation aquation, Equation 2.2.7, and aJso.adimtting P«Q as the
«team pressure P , becomes

+ WJJQ) + ^2QL2Qq"2Q

(3310)
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Similar expression is obtained for the cold leg region.

Separator

The steam separator, represented by volume 3, presents as an input
enthalpy, the weighted average of the exit enthalpies from the region 2Q and 2F,

with steam quality given by

The energy conaervstion equation, Equation 2.4 14, for region 3, becomes

d 3 3 d
a ^ s V s V = W28h23 ~ WRhf " W34hg + ~ T a*Ps

(3.313)

The time derivative of h<, can be neglected in view of the time derivative of

L-, such that, with the substitution of Vf^Arom Equation 326 , Equation 3-3.13

becomes

¥
where the enthalpy h« was taken as the input enthalpy h*,, given the low

contribution of the compression term.

In Section 6 it will be shown that ho« can be given at

which inserted in Equation 3-3-14 result» in

d W23 I R T I J f A3L3 d (3 316)



where R = H/y , and y is the »team quality at the steam generator outlet.

The conservation equations for the region 4 are derived by balancing the
and energy in volume 3 and 4 simultaneously, once the variable L, is a

moving boundary.

Denoting the total liquid volume as V, and the total steam volume as VQ,
one can write for the resulting sum of the volume 3 and 4,

O

VL = (1 - «3)ASL3, (3318)

such that

v = V <
The mass conservation equation, Equation 2.2.7, developed for volume 3 and

4 results in

W2i - W R - w . (»

Since the saturation state is assumed, thai is,

P = P(P) (3.3.21-.)
and

by using Equation 33 19 and 3 3 21-b, Equation 3 320 becomes

V = ^ W W W

4, result» in

(3322)

2.4.14, the energy conservation equation, defined in volume 3 and
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(3 323)

Considering in the saturation state, in addition to Equation 3-3-21-* and
3 3 21-b, one gets

h = h(P) (3324-a)
and

at* = í^K

Rearranging Equation 3 3 23 making use of Equation 3 3 21, 3 3 24, and
3 3 22, one gets

• - W V - ^ - Í — - J L I L ( W , , - W R -

i and W^ = X.W.

or rearranging the terms

One can notice that % , the steam quality at the steam generator outlet,

whereas considered in the pressure calculation, in the normal operation condition
is negligible.

Alternatively the pressure was calculated with the volume conservation, as
described below, and an alternative GVTRAN-PC version was also developed.



In Úàm modal Uw «taam Mparalor region, region 9, ia fixed and equations
considered are for the liquid ana steam volume conservation, V» and V Q ,

and for the liquid and vapor energy conservation

and

The specific volume variations can be expressed

act= íaptHa1* + íaHll)pa£
and

if one assumes saturated steam in the steam chamber.

With the substitution of the expressions of -jrW and JITVj into the volume

conservation equation, and with the substitution for -jrhr and -jAn obtained

from the energy equation, the final expression becomes

Schematically the steam chamber ie illustrated in Figure 3 3 1

If one aenimts the enthalpy h» as the saturated liquid enthalpy, h*> the last

term in the numerator is seroed, because



1 O

, the equatkm for the pressure becomes
t o

- wwi

W«GV

Steam Chamber

X23W34t

T

W,

downcomei

W51

1 Steam Chamber Model for the Steam Generator.

The expremon for W-. , in the ait*.-native model, differ» from Equation

9.2.5, and it ia given m

Teeta were performed to oaten the effect of the contraction/expansion term
in the Mparator, and it wae n-̂ iieed that ite effect on the water level in the
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movmcomer is significant: difference up to 20% in the water level variation
during the Donald C Cook turbine trip transient.

Downcomer Region

The energy conservation equation, Equação 2.4.14, applied to region 5,
yields

Í W W * ^ F + WRhf" W51h51 <***>
by observing that the fluid density is considered constant in the eubcooled
region, and moreover, that it is calculated subject to the steam dome pressure,
P , in a saturation state.

Recalling the time derivative expression for Lg, Equation 3.2.7, Equation

3327 can be «written ea

~ * J K ^ < W F h F + WRhf ~ W 5 1 h 5 1 " V W F " W R " Wõl> *
(3 3 28)

(33.29)

This dovmcomer model has shown to be completely inadequate when
compared with the known experimental results.

Section 8 presents the improved downcomer model implemented in the final
GVTRAN-PC version.

3jde Regions

Deal tv variations are neglected in the primary side region, because the
model developed is applicable only to the conditions close to the operating
conditions.

The equations in the control volumes are all identical in the primary »»Jt,
therefore an trbitrary control volume Vi will be balanced below.
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From the mass conservation equation, Equation 2.2.7, one gets

and from Ike energy conservation equation, Equation 2.4.14,

= W i h i " W o h o "

which can be rewritten as,

Substitution of the last term on the right band side of Equation 3 3 32 with
the expression 3.3.30, results in

where Q is the heat flux into the metallic region.

Side Temperature

The primary side regions are defined in Figure 3 3 2 below, with the
following approximations:

— constant pressure,
— constant density, thus constant flow rate, and
— constant specific heat.

The equations implemented axe derived from the following differential
equr «ions:

05T4A»at = ^AjpLjCp I W c p ( T pqA " T 4Asat )"
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3l LjC í Wcp (T4A ~

LjCp í Wcp(T&Aaat ~

lGV

Figure 3.3.2 Primary Side Region in the Steam Generator.

Mftlilif Tube Region

The heat conduction equation, without the radiation heat transfer, it given

T) + V.q" = S(7,t) . (3.3.34)

Integrating Equation 3.3-34 in the control volume V ,̂ and neglecting the
axial conduction, one gets

(3.935)

where

Q. w the heat flux into V ,̂ and

Qo it the heat flux from V^ •



The heat flux is computed baaed on the average temperature in the metallic
tube defined at its midpoint, as shown in the Figure 3 3 3 below.

primary

metal

I

secondary

Ti Ti / 2 T o

Figure 3 3 3Definition of Temperature in the Metallic Tube.

The steady state temperature distribution in a cylindrical geometry is given

(33.36)

where
T

A = - rq" • = - r q"i^ prim o^

Trrf =
prim sec

that is, it is a solution of the Laplace's equation with constant k ,

The resistance between the primary and secondary side of the steam
generator is divided in two parta, with the common boundary at the midpoint of
the metallic tube as shown in the figure above.

On the left hand side, i.e., the primary side, the resistances are described by
the approximate equations, as

AT =q" (1/h + R )
film in prim prim fouling

where
h = convective heat transfer coefficient on the primary side,

prim
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R = fouling reaistance.
fovhng

and

AT = q» U l n ( i l
left,,. pri-«« V*i

wbere

AR = ( r o - r { )

preaenting therefore, in the primary aide region, the affective heat conduction
coefficient given by

f <w I mg
pria pria pria

Analogoualy, in the aacondary aide regiont, i.e., in the right hand aide region
the effective heat conduction coefficient ii given by

••c a«c Mtc

making uee of the expreation

WIM» R = 8«xlO-< 'C/W/mV
fettling

The heat fluxe», Qi and Qo, are, therefore, given by

Q, = H . L . Ü . ( T - T ) (3.3.39)
pria K pri* pria actel

and

L,U (T - T ) (3340)
—e

where H and R are the wet perimeter in the primary and eacondary aide
pria MC

regions.



Why One Ccmtrol

The energy conservation in the tube region was implemented by considering
only one control volume. The question regarding the extent of its validity is
discussed below based on the analysis of the control volume time constant.

From Equation 3 3 36 one gets

• - T ) - ü PerL(T - T ),"" m' sec v m sec"

V'
where

M c p

The value of the time constant r is estimated with the substitution for the
DC Cook steam generator parameters,

M «23000kg
c 600J/k/
Per» 230ir
L «10m

and it results in r « 0-2 seconds.

Therefore the time constant of one control volume is sufficiently small
permitting the implementation of one control volume scheme.
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4 AVERAGE VOID FRACTION, a, AND jg?

The void fraction in the two-phase flow regiam can be computed with one
of the following approximations, e.g., homogeneous model, slip-flow model or
drirWhix model. A particular choice will be baaed on the required sensibility,
computational availability, and regimen of flow predominant in the control
volume considered.

Homogeneous Model

In the homogeneous model the phabe velocities are assumed uniform,

«• •* *
Vg = v f =v;

and following parameters of interest are defined:

') h ( « ) - h f
(4.1)

^ 1 )

p = apé+{l-a)p{ (4.3)

Shp-flow Model

In the slip-flow approximation the phase velocities are distinct such that
this model is recommended for use in the high void fraction flow regimen. Few
definitions will be explained before the presentation of the void fraction models.

The slip factor S is defined as

S = vjv{ (4.4)

that is

In terms of the void fraction a, W and W« are given as



W f - . V f A (46)

W f = ( l - a ) , f v f A (4.7)

Defining 7 s»

one gets the expression for the void fraction

The value* of 7 are tabulated as a function of pressure in Reference 1, and
they are correlated to the specific volumes, v and v,, through the following

expression, in the range 250-1250 pma( 17-86 bar),

f» (410)

or approximately as

7=830/P(bar) (4.11)

for pressures around 40 bar.

Drift-Flux Model

The drift—flux model is appropriate for the flow regimens characteriBed at
annular or plug flow.

In the drift-flux model the volumetric flow are defined as

= ( l - a ) v f (4.12-.)

= asg (4.12-*)

where Q* and Q are the volume flow per unit time for fluid and gas,
rsspectively.

The average volumetric velocity is defined as
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(4.13)

and the drift-flux and the drift velocity as

J21 = « ( v g - j ) (414)

respectively, which combined yield the expression

Thai is, L | i» the void volumetric flux relative to a plane moving with the
velocity j , and j,« equal* —joi, where u, is the fluid volumetric flux incident an
the the same plane. v*vp is the drift velocity of the void relative to the average
volume velocity j.

Prom the definition of j , Equation 4.13, one get*

j = j g + jf (417)

which combined with Equation 4.16 results in

• »£(!-& (4-18)

or rearranging Equation 4.16, with the help of Equation 4.17, the result is

In the practice, however, the measured and analysed quantities are the
average quantities in the flow area. That is,

IjMr) vJ?) dA
v = A J

/Aa(?)dA
and



'DF = dA
(4.21)

or, with the substitution of v »*•» from Equation 4.16,

(4.22)
/Ao(?)dA /Ao(?)dA

By defining a factor of void concentration along the radial position as

0 " l /A«(7)dA

where a = /Ao(r)dA/A ,

one gets from Equation 4.22

/ « (428)

(4.24)

Comparing Equation 4.16 and 4.24, one conclude

V D P ^ + ^ 1 ) ^ (426)

which inserted in 4.19, yields an usable expression for the void fraction

(426)

The correlations are obtained experimentally, vis. TRAC-PD2 correlations

VDF

1.41 (g<r - £ J L J1/4 for 001< a< 0-1

n 1/9
for 02< a < 066

0.0 for <K0.01 sad
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and the correlation for C utilised in THORcode:
o

1 +0.»(l-P/Pctjt)
1-4 6» 0.1

C . =

1 for oKO.Ol and <r>086

In both correlation» the values in the intermediate range are linearly
interpolated.

Therefore, the parameters required for evaluating the void fraction a(*),
using Equation 4.26, are only the volumetric fluxes, which are obtained from the
expressions

Q 2 (• - L i )

and

where
L l " <L1Q + L1

L 2 p) /2

= (qJJQ + qjp) >(heat transfer area in regions 2Q and 2F) , and

A 2 = A2Q + A2P

Once the void fraction, o(s) , is calculated in the boiling region it is possible

to estimate the average void fraction, Õ, by assuming an enthalpy rise profile.

In the approximation a linear enthalphy gain along the bulk boiling flow
channel is assumed. It is recognised aa a realistic assumption and no significant

discrepancy should be expected in the values of "a.

Therefore, one assumes
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and 0 is defined as

L
0(1) ds . (4.31)

4.1 a — Homogeneous Model

The average void fraction in homogeneous model is immediately derived
from Equation 4.2.4 below, with the substitution of y given by

7 = -

i.e., assuming unity for S, that is, single velocity.

4 2 5 - Sup-Flow Model

Substitution of Equation 4.9 into 4.31 results in

L

LI

which with a change of variable by using Equation 4.30

results in

""'"' r ^ - r r d x - (4.2.2)
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With a new change of variable

Equation 4.2.2 becomes

(4.2.3)

which by integration results in the expression for average void fraction in the
slip-How model

4.3 «-Drift-Flux Model

In the drift-flux model the expression for the average void in the bulk
boiling region becomes

(4.J.1)

Substituting Equation 4.29 in 4.3.1 one gets

L ^ (»)

With change of variable based on Equation 4.27

_ ^



Equation 4 3 2 m given m the exprenon

^pq- + v * " T{"£mrr "DP
(4.3.3)

AfUr • dwigiaí vwwhk

it is r«wntUn ••

(

with

cws

which by integration bacom«.

a. i LJ lafl 4-



But assuming j » jj., and performing an integration in Equation 4.31

with j(t) = j (•) , the final expression is

4.4 Estimative of ^ and

The expreaaiona for -w/»,, and TT/> below are based on the slip—flow
3

approximation.

Since one assumes a constant void fraction equal to a«3 m ^ e "team

aeparator one geta

and, thus, its time derivative aa

ai'3= a3 ^ + i1 ° )

Considering

one gets - ^ , 7 = - p (

hence with the final expression as

ac's= [a9 wpg+ (1" az> a p ^ f + ( V ^ s 1 aip
(4.4.1)

where
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and

A nmilar expreamon can be deotuceô for

« •<»-•*) art

lUcalling that a- is the average void fraction in region 2,

r M l + (T-l) X23}i

l1 (r - D x2 8 J 'x 2 8

d 72 y» f M H - (r l
dP°2 = (7 - i;r " r(7 - 1^23 L 17 - i)

(4.4.3)
{1 +
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5 REGIRGULATION RATIO AND MOMENTUM CONSERVATION

Recirculation ratio R is derived froir the momentum conservation equation,
by —uming a steady state condition. Figure 61 below illustrates the steam
separator, and the main parameters of interest.

Steam Separator

2P,

Figure 6.1 Model of Steam Separator.

61 Recirculation Ratio R

From Equation 2.4.14 one gets, in the tube regions, Region lQ, IF, 2Q and

where

W

( 6 1 8 )

Qm = steam generator power( steady state),

and defining the recirculation rate R as

W
mix

X.Wg , on. geto a simple exprassion
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R=-

and the expression for the feed mixture enthalphy, 5 1 3 , can be rewritten aa

. . *s
( 6 1 4 )

Downcomer ia fed by W» and Wp, auch that one can write

and since a steady state condition is assumed, one gets R as

Combining Equations 5.1.5-a, 5. V6—b and 5-1.6 the result is

hf " * 5 1 " A I I 5 1

that is, R is the ratio of the inlet subcooh'ng to the tube region inflow
subcoohng.

Combining Equation 6.1.1 and 6.1.4, yields

Ôj, = WM (-J5 h. + AHW ) (6.1.8)

and by substi tut ing A H - j from Equation 5 1 7 into Equation 5 . 1 8 the result i s

W f i lR = — ^ ( h f . X . + AHp) (519)

or

w
R - — 6 i - ( b -bp),it x,' 10. «110)

QT



Therefore, the computation of R requires tbe value of Wgj, which can be
calculated through the momentum conservation in the redrculation loop.
Weakly contributing term will be neglected, but, for the clarity, some of then
will be temporarily retained in the explanation below.

6.2 Momentum Conservation

The momentum conservation equation, Equation 2.3.11, is transcribed
below for the clarity.

. . W.v. - W v
1 dn/,\ 11 O O

(Pi-PoJ + gCOS^ol,,-

where

-.«
= A. / fs it. (6.2.2)

= Darcy—Weisbach friction factor(f» s

The time derivative term is negligible in the recirculation circuit except in
the downcomer region where the velocity is relatively higher. Therefore the left
hand side of Equation 5 2.1 will only be considered in region 6 (downcomer
region).

From the definition of Gi (t), assuming saturated liquid density, one can
write, in region 5:

such that the left hand side of Equation 6-2.1 becomes

Recalling the definition of W , Equation 2.2.6, one gate



which inserted in Equation 52 4 , yieldi

From Equation 32 7 on»gets

d l _ W F + W R ~ WE1 , -

arL5 xfT{
 (6A7)

Substituting Equation 5-2.4 and 5.2.7 into the fint term on the right hand
•ióV of Equation 52 6 one gete

$ ) = (Wp + WR - W51)v5 + L5 ̂ W 6 1 (628)

Equation 5.2.1 will be used throughout the recirculation circuit region»
observing though that the time derivative term is only retained in the
downcomnr region. The right hand eide collects the pressure loss terms in the
control volumes.

Acceleration term

In region 5, the downcomer region, the dianpative pressure loss term, the
fint term on the right hand side of Equation 5.2 1, is canceled out by the
corresponding term on the left hand side, according to Equation 5-2.8 .

In the subcooled region and in two-phase region the acceleration term is
negligible, its contribution being a few cents of the total pressure loss.

In the bulk boiling regions the slip—flow model will be considered such that
the inlet and outlet flow .ates are given as

Wo2 vo2 * Wf2 vf2 + Wg2 vg2

with

W$l«>fv lA2 • (5 2.HM
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^ Ç ! ,and

« *2 W 61

Substitution of the expreanon for Vj from Equation 6.2.10-a in 5.2.9-a,

resultam

Tq <"»>

Combining Equations 6210-a , 6 210-b and 62.10-c with Equation

Tharafora, the acceleration term in the recirculation circuit can be
summarised as

(5.213)

The values of %n and flr« can be definfd as

ff2 * (°2Q +

and
X2 = (X2Q +

Qravitv term

The gravity term represents the driving force for the natural circulation,
against which counteract the friction and form pressure losses.
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The gravity term, the !aet term in Equation 52.1. can be written in the
recirculation circuit at

k

where the approximating assumptions are

(62.14-a)

4 »(L2Q + L2P)/2 (52.14-4,)

LS =

with the prime superscript» standing for the collapsed mixtureheightdefined, for
example, by

where p^ = o ^ + (1 -

Friction aff Tin FftfiTT

The friction force is the main resistive force against the natural circulation,
and it depends on geometrical factors and flow conditions in a complex way such
that its estimation is beyond the analytical capability. In both one-phase and
two-phase flow the friction factor for liquid phase will be estimated by Blasius's
formula,

fDW - 0.516 Re**» (5.2.15-*)

In two-phase flow an improved correction factor/1/ based on

litftinelli-Nelson factor, + £ Q , will be used. It is independent of flow for flow

ratas lower than l.OOOkg/m9/»

According to the values tabulated in reference 1, the values of <WQ in a

restricted range of pressure can be correlated as
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1866x) ( P J K J ) b (6216-b)

«here
I" 1.14 for

" I 0S75(lnx + 4.606)0-* for 0 < x < 0-M

P s ( 9 0 - 6 0 ) bar.

The aum of friction pressure loa> terms in region 6, 1 and 2 can be written as

(62.16)

In the eeparator region the preanire lose is • resultant of complex
phenomena, involving contraction, as much a* acceleration, friction and
expansion, such that practical correlations based on experiments are of upmost
necessity. But as a first approximation the pressure loss in the separator can be
assumed to be proportional to the square of the flow raie.

The constant of proportionality can be adjusted provisionally by setting the
downcomer liquid level at the nominal water level.

Thus, the friction loss term in the separator can be written as

(5.2.17)

The flow restricted in the downcomer has a variable form factor depending
upon its position in the flow channel. Thus, analogously to the separator form
factor, the reatrictor form factor will be sat by adjusting the downcomer liquid
level at the desired level. The pressure loss at the restrictor will be given as



< 6 2 1 8 >

During the expansion» the preaaure variation, both for one-phase «ad
two-phase, will be estimated as

A< A< u 7 '

* u
and during the contractions the loea terms will be given as

A 2 2A 2
AP,. = ÍL+-tí (i —^) J L ^ , aa 0.4, (5.2.20 )̂

• &2 p( 1

A 2 2

During the expansion and contraction, in two-phase flow, the void fraction
a is assumed aa a constant before and after an expansion(contraction) Therefore
no phase change ia admitted during the flow passage from one area to another.

One can notice larger pressure losses at the following particular location):

-reetrictor , K * 1 9 ,
- tube support, K « 7.5/each,
- vapor separator, K ft 18

Therefore the minute contributions such as arising from the acceleration and
localised expansion/contraction terms will be neglected term by term as long as
numerical estimative corroborate its degree of insignificance.



However, considering that the pressure loss in the separator includes the
effects of the contraction and expansion, Equation 52.8 becomes, recalling
Equation 5.2 13, 52.14, 52.16, 5.2.17 and 5 2.18,

L5d

2

1 1
W61 f fDW8l6 A2

l

w w
- K , — ^ - - K K — ^ - (S.2.21)

S 2 A 6
2 A

Since A« = A, , the equation above can be rearranged, in terms of

momentum of region 1, as

fDW6L5
D .2 6 D .6

hhc 1
• ' 3 J

(5.2.22)

Among several approximations, one can cite the pressure lost estimation in
the tube supports, which are estimated to be of the order of

o rsuport l ~ neuportl 2 '



in addition to the reetrictor form factor which is relatively high, K a 18-7 .

Equation 6 2 22 is approximated in GVTRAN-PC by neglecting the left
hand aide term since its contribution has found to be about four order of
magnitude smaller than the rest of the terms in a pump trip transient.

On the other hand its inclusion in the program had only bean made passible
with the use of very small integration time-steps, order of 0.0001 second in the
classical Runge-Kutta. scheme, the restriction being the numerical stability
criteria.

Without the time derivative term the integration time-«tep can be as large
as 0.06 second, allowing a significant computational load reduction while ins
degree of accuracy of the complete model is practically retained.
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7. DEFINITION OP THB CORRELATIONS

Tht heat transfer coefficients are
wherever applicable they are treated m
of alleviating the computational burden

The heat transfer coefficients are presented in the next paragraphs, but
wherever applicable they are treated a* constant parameters with the objective

The one-phase transfer coefficient is estimated, in the turbulent flow
regimen( Re > 3 000 ), with Dittus-Boelter,

hD B = 0O23£-Re0*Ftn (W/m2/°C) (71)

where
n = 0.4 in secondary side and 0.3 in primary side,

k = fluid thermal conductivityfW/m/K!),
D = inner diameter(primary side)

or equivalent diameter(secondary side) (m).

The temperature during a transient experiences variation in the range of

20°C and the pressures vary not more than 15bar, resulting, therefore, in small
variations in k, p, c and /*, such that the convection coefficient could

primarily be determined by the fluid velocity. Thus an expression for h can
succinctly be written, in the neighborhood of the operation condition, as

h D B = constant W° 8 . (7.2)

Two-phsf f flgff

Thorn's correlation in two-phase turbulent flow is given, fox pressures
ranging between 750 and 2000psia, as

(Tw " T.at> - 0 072(qw)0 6 / exp(P/1260) (7. J)

where

T w = wall temperature (°F),

T . s saturation temperature (°P),

qN s heat flux (Btu/hr/ft2),
r s pressure (pna).



Therefore the convective beat transfer coefficient in two phaie turbulent
flow can be expressed M

= 1»78(Tw - T ^ ) «q,(P/436) (W/«n2/«C) (74)

where T w a n d T ^ are in °C, and P in bar.

Loral FiniBiig Rfã7"Tffl

Whereas not treated in GVTRAN-PC program, the transition region
between the subcooled flow and bulk boiling flow can be correlated for |nwjauri
in 600-2000 paia range with Jens-Lottee. It is also valid for low-quaKty
saturated flow*;

<Tw - Tsat> =

with

?
N in Btu/hr/ft2,
' in paia.

The convective heat transfer coefficient can therefore be correlated with

h J L = 2866 ( T w - T ^ ) 3 e * p ( P / 1 5 . 5 ) ( W / 2

where

T and T . are in "C and P in bar.
w eat

In the GVTRAN-PC program the two-phase flow region will be awuxned to
begin at die point where the saturation temperature is reached. At this point the
void fraction and quality will be assumed to be sero.



8. IMPROVED DOWNCOMER MODEL

It is known, by experience, that a correct modelling of the downcomer as
well as a correct prediction of the subcooled fluid density is of the prime
importance for an accurate estimation of the feed chamber water level.

Figure 81 below illustrates the downcomer flow channel model defined in
GVTRAN-PC program

(3)
5

Figure 81 Model of improved downcomer in OVTRAN-KJ.

The flow area A ^ is the average flow area, and the area

are considered as constants.

and

The average flow area in L, , X, , can be defined aa
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where L ç = L ^ + L^ + L<3) (81-b)

Therefore, the following «qualities are obtained:

and

The man conservation equation, Equation 2.2.7, can be rewritten aa

d - . W j - W , ^

A k Lk

Considering the slow variation of the density in time, one can neglect tht
left hand aide of Equation 8 2, yielding

Making use of Equation 8.1—c and 8-1—d, one can rewrite Equation 8.3 at

) (84)

This equation must replace Equation 3.2.7 in the variable flow area
downcomer model.

Enerfv Consorvation

The energy conservation equation, Equation 3.327, in the variable flow area
downcomer model can be rewritten as
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- W51h51

By utilising the expression for the derivative of Lg .Equation 8 4, the above

equation becomes, with the help of Equation 8.1-c and 8 1-d,

W R h f ~ W 6 1 h 5 1

0 (8«)

This equation must substitute Equation 3 328 sad 3329 , in the variable
flow area downcomer model.

The momentum conservation equation, Equation 5-2.1, will present some
modifications in the variable flow area downcomer model.

Equation 6.2.3 is rewritten as

and considering the mass flux continuity and Equation 8.1-J, one gets

° = L W + W L

Substituting the derivative of L~ , Equation 8.4, Equation 8 8 results in

° - L«fW61 + <WF + WR - W H ^ e i M " )

The acceleration term in the downcomer, i.e., the first term on the right
hand side of Equation 6 2.1, ú written as

W.v. - W v
APacel = — H — •
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where it is noticed that A, has been replaced by AY

Since in volume 5 both v. and v are
l o

v. = v l 1 ) and v =v[3\
io o 5 '

one can express the term AP • aa

= — ^ \ —

From the definition of mam flux the expressions

W (I) _ WS1

are obtained, which inserted in Equation 8 11, yields

ace
(Wp + W R - W51 « ) (8.12)

A 5

Thui, the second term on the left hand side of Equation 8.9 divided

by A*e was not completely canceled out as had been in the case of constant flow

area downcomer model.

The resultant on the right hand side is given as

-W 2 AÍ')
<»»>

Therefore, this term must be added to the right hand side of Equation
52.13, and to the right hand side of Equation 5-2.21 and 5.2.22.

The friction loss term in region 5 can be partitioned in three terms as
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2 4 ( I \ fi\ 9

^ e ^ r DW5 5 2
u A5

In the practice, however, the iniignificant terms of Equation 5-2.22 will be
neglected.

In general, the largest contribution to the form factor is the one due to the

rcstrictor, and the most important friction loss term comes from region Vg '
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9 NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

The simplicity being one of the desired characteristics in GVTRAN—PC
program, the cross flow in the secondary side of the steam generator was
disregarded Hence one control volume for subcooled region and one control
volume for bulk boiling region were defined. Under thin simplified configuration
the new notations will be

— subscript 1 for the Bubcooled region and
— subscript 2 for the bulk boiling region.

In the steady state condition the mass conservation equation yields

W51 =

W 23 =

WR +

W 34 =

w12

w.
** v

= W 23

+ WR

= W H

" W R

From the energy conservation equation, Equation 33.27,

w F h F + w R h f = w6 1h6 1

W51 AHF
and since R = m— = -rn—

W«51
one gets R = —=-±{ hf +

from which one can deduce the value of Wr, , for the known values of R,

and AHp

But since

W R = W»il " W F •

it results, from Equation 3 3 27,
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p F +(w61-wF)hf61 *s
or

and, from Equation 33 3,

W5l(h51-hf> = - S

where S, = LjM. f resulting in

L W51 ( h f " h&)
1

From Equation 33 6 one gets

hence

and its value can be utilised in the computation of Xoo *nd eu*

Alternatively, Equation 3 3 15 can be used to get

hf* W hfg

Equation 3 3 18 yields

V¥

° ( 1 - «3 ) A$

and the mixture level, L» , must be given as a boundary condition.
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Equation 5 2.22 gives the relationship of momentum conservation in the
steady state condition

1 ' w2

51
=

This relationship is utilized in an iterative manner during the form factor
ch.

ITERATIVE ALGORITHM

The steady state condition is obtained by searching for the parameters, in
an iterative scheme, until the input boundary conditions has been satisfied.

The boundary conditions at the steady state are:

- Secondary: Xg, hp , Wp , P ,̂ R, Lg, Lg and Power

- Primary: P , T p r i m and W.

The iterative algorithm is described as

1) Determine th« values of Wçi and

2) Calculate hei with the expression

$) Calculate L, , for primary and secondary, with

We,

where
qj| is obtained with Dittus-Bo«lter,

4) Calculate h£g , therefore x 2 j - M
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«2
h 23" h f + W^

where
q!j ia obtained with Dittus—Boelter and Thom.

5) Compare Xo4 *° Xoj» from step 1, and obtain the correction factor

p
ccorrection X93

6) Multiply h ^ ^ by F c o r r e ç S o , and gp to atep 4.

After the convergence in X03 < ̂ * momentum iteration is performed in

order to adjust the form factor values:

iaolately, or any set of them at the same time.
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10 GVTRAW-PC TEST CALCULATIONS

GVTRAN program WBB tested against the actual transient measurements
recorded during a startup testing of Donald C Cook Nuclear Station Unit One
("Supplement to Donald C Cook Nuclear Plant Unit One Startup Report",
Indiana and Michigan Power Company(September 1976) ). The transient
consisted of a plant turbine trip from 100% of the rated power The boundary
conditions for the initial steady state calculation is given in Table 10 1 -

TABLE 10.1

Initial Steady State Boundary Conditions
for DC Cook turbine trip transient.

Mass flow rate(lbm/hr)

primary inlet

feed inlet/steam outlet

Pressure (psia)

primary inlet
steam dome

Temperature (°F)

primary inlet
feed inlet

Feed chamber water level (ft)

Recirculation ratio

367xlO7

33x10*

2240
738

694
435

8.5

3 25

The turbine trip was manually initiated while the plant was operating at full
power. Thereafter the main steam turb.'ne stop valve was automatically closed
causing, aa a consequence, the trip of the reactor and turbine driven feed pumps.
The boundary conditions for GVTRAN-PC input are

- in the secondary side: the steam outlet mass flow rate and feed
inlet mass flow rate and temperature;

rate.
— in the primary tide: the inlet pressure, temperature and mass flow
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The steam flow rate after the turbine trip is shown in Figure 10 1 The
sudden drop in the flow rate caused by the stop valve closure ia followed by a
reduced flow rate through the relief valve during few additional seconds.

The feedwater flow rate is shown in Figure 101 and Figure 10.2 presents the
primary coolant temperature.

x

|

o

Feed Flow

Steam Flow

\

5 10 15

Time(sec)

Figure 101 - Steam and feedwater flow rate for D C Couk turbid*
trip transient.
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600-
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\
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50 60

Figure 102 - Primary coolant temperature for D C Cook turbine
trip transient.

The feed chamber water levei and the steam dome pressure calculated with
GVTRAN-PC program is plotted in Figure 10 3 and 10.4 together with the
experimental data and results calculated with the TRANSG/4/ program The
comparison of the results is quite satisfactory in spite of the simplified model
employed in GVTRAN-PC program in comparison with the TRANSG
4-«qustion drift-flux model. Both water level and pressure deviations are well
within the acceptable range considering the margin of uncertainties in the
experimental data.

The computational expenditures was not directly compared, but a partial
prognostic can be inferred from the smaller number of conservation equations
and control volumes which are required in the GVTRAN—PC program, vis. 4
control volumes in primary side and 4 control volumes in the secondary side,
against 18 and 16 control volumes, respectively, in TRANSG program.
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12

O EXPERIMENTAL DATA

GVTRAN- PC program

TRANSG - 4 EQ. Drift-flux model

5 10

Time (sec)

Figure 103 - Feed chamber water level in D C . Cook iraiuient.

60 .

50

o EXPERIMENTAL DATA

GVTRAN- PC program

TRANSG - 4 EQ. Drift-flux model

5 10
Time (sec)

Figure 10 4 - Siwun chamber pr«amire in D C Cook transient.
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11 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The steam generator model presently developed and implemented in
GVTRAN—PC program haB been demonstrated to be satisfactorily accurate in
reproducing a typical transient in a PWR nuclear station.

The accuracy of the results was not compromised even with the use of the
fewer control volumes, only two volumes in the secondary tube region, because
the moving boundary approach had been adopted at the boundary of the bulk
boiling region, permitting, thus, a fairly food representation of the time
variation of the two-phase region height without the recourse to a fine mesh
representation.

The momentum conservation equation has only been balanced in the
secondary region, and its solution by a quasi—static approach resulted in a
significant saving in the computation time, whereas retaining a good accuracy in
the water level representation

In conclusion, GVTRAN—PC possess a combination of few characteristics,
all of them highly praised in a nuclear plant simulator: coding simplicity for a
quick intermachine transfer, computation velocity compatible with on—line
monitoring, and accuracy acceptable for a typical transient analysis.
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